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The Paper That Tells Both Sides

CHEERLEADER POPULAR

School Mourning

"He is," the president of Southeastern College said, "a member of the graduating class and a good student. He was loved by all." The students of the school were shocked and saddened by the news of the death of their friend and fellow student. The school was in mourning, and the entire community was in a state of shock.

who did the job, "undiscovered"

The body was found in the dormitory, and the investigation is ongoing. The police are appealing to anyone who may have information about the circumstances surrounding the death to come forward.

GIRL BRUTALLY SLAIN IN HOME

Suspects Stalked

GIRL BRUTALLY SLAIN IN HOME

Suspects Stalked

Slashed Body Found By Dad

Police Trap Two Bandits In Hideout

Reds Overrun Outpost, Kill City GI, 19

Clongard Overwhelmed by National Guard
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Public Hearing Due Nov. 21 On New Law

Minimum Housing Action Delayed

Appointments approved by the secretary of the Housing Department in regard to an FHA project for the five-story All-Race Apartments, 1300-1302 Delaware Ave., for which the FHA has already provided a loan, indicate that the project will be delayed. The current FHA loan is less than $2 million, but the city has already agreed to provide an additional $500,000 upon approval of the project. The project is not yet in the final planning stages, so no definite dates can be given for completion. The project will be undertaken by the city's Housing Department, which will provide the necessary funds for the project.

ONCE-A-YEAR SPECIALS FROM OUR PROFESSIONAL CUSTOM SERVICE CENTER

TAKES ADVANTAGE OF FABRIC SAVINGS NOW GET FREE ESTIMATE, STYLING ADVICE, SAMPLES BROUGHT TO YOUR HOME CALL WARDS NOW!
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Starting today many interstate Long Distance calls cost you less.

Most Long Distance rates have been cut down, making calling a bigger bargain than ever before.
33rd ANNIVERSARY SALE

Don't Spank Him!

Don't Spank the Puppy!
This carpet is "Poly-Crest"
... It's Completely Stainproof!

If your home is "lived in" by your family - as most are - you need "Poly-Crest"! The newest polypropylene fiber that just won't take stains. No need to worry about your boy's new puppy, or about the holidays coming up - this carpet will clean! And look at the selection of colors: Bronze Green, Roman Gold, Avocado, Beige, Bronze Gold, Ginger, Turquoise. There's a color here that you'll love!

Remnants/Roll-Ends
We still have small remnants and roll-ends up to 12' x 15' at great reductions. If you need just a small piece, come see this selection!

Up to 50% off.

FREE Shop-at-Home Service
Simply call and a trained Evans decorator representative will be happy to call at your home or office and give you a complete estimate. Of course, there is no obligation.

$6.83 sq. yd.
INCLUDES FOAM PADDING AND INSTALLATION.